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In Mr. Christie's auction catalogue of May 
23rd, 1785, garnitures of Duesbury’s Derby porcelain 
arc twice identified as having vases “admirably 
finished from those sublime compositions of Angelica 
Kauffman”. One of the entries reads:

A beautiful modcl'd CENTRE VASE (about 9lh 
in. high) decorated with fine ultramarine blue, 
enriched with chas’d and burnished gold, in a 
very striking and brilliant stile, with on one front 
a landscape delicately enamel’d and on the other 
a figure of UNA (vide Spencer's Faiiy Queen), 
together with TWO VASES finished to corre
spond, the front of one represents the Birth of 
Shakespeare, the front of the other Shakespeare’s 
Tomb (fig A), admirably finished from those 
sublime compositions of A. Kauffman; TWO 
EWER FORM’D VASES to complete the set...1 

A third garniture in the 1785 sale, although not so 
identified, also has three figure scenes after Angelica 
Kauffman:

An elegant finished set of FIVE VASES, the centre 
one full 12 inches high, hath on one front a 
beautiful landscape, and on the other a figure of 
Sterne's Maria [from the popular narrative A 
Sentimental Journey through France and Italy], the 
two side pieces to correspond, on one is repre
sented a group of Damon and Delia, on the other a 
group of Paris and Ocnone ffig.2), and 2 ewer shape 
Vases to complete the set, ornamented with fine 
green and richly finished with burnished gold...2 

In 1785 when she received Mr. Christie's accolade, 
Angelica Kauffman was forty-four years old and 
living once more in Rome after fifteen triumphant 
years in London. For many, she was and is the 
epitome of the world which Robert Adam and Sir 
Joshua Reynolds sought to create. Her style, devel
oped under Johann Winckclmann's influence, 
perfectly suited the refined classicism which Robert 
Adam had popularised in England after his return 
from Italy in 1758 and which the heroic and poetic 
portraits of Joshua Reynolds captured so effectively.

Maria Anne Angelica Catherine Kauffman was 
bom in Chur, Switzerland, in 1741. From an early 
age she loved to be in the studio with her father, an 
itinerant ecclesiastical muralist, copying plaster 
models and prints. She grew tall and graceful, sang 
beautifully, spoke four languages fluently, and 
remained a devout Catholic all her life. Her mother 
died when Angelica was sixteen, and it soon became

Figure 1. Francis Bartolozzi after Angelica Kauffman, 
Shakespeare's Tomb, 1782. Aquatint and stipple engraving, 42 x 
29.9cm. Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection. 
B1977.14.19827.

apparent to father and daughter that it was the 
daughter's ability which could assure them of a 
comfortable existence. In 1763, when Angelica was 
22, she and her father moved to Rome where they 

the celebrated historian and art critic the Abbemet
Winckelmann, one of the founders of neo-classicism.

Winckclmann was accepted in Rome as the 
highest authority on classical mythology, then so 
much in vogue, and lionised as the greatest art critic 
of his day. Not only did his publications of drawings 
from antiquity provide sources for the artisans of the 
day, his monographs on the history of ancient art and 
the principles on which he thought it was based gave 
a method for understanding and recreating ancient 
art. “The general and most distinctive characteristics 
of the Greek masterpieces”, Winckclmann stressed, 
“arc, finally, a noble simplicity and quiet grandeur, 
both in posture and expression. Just as the depths ol 
the sea always remain calm however much the 
surface may rage, so docs the expression of the figures
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of the Greeks reveal a great and composed soul even 
in the midst of passion.”1

Not only was Winckclmann's influence on 
Angelica strong, his appreciation of her and her work 
strengthened her stature in the community, and after 
three years in Rome she set out for London. Most of

Reynolds realised that gossip was taking him down a 
road he had no intention of travelling. That Angelica 
read too much into the relationship was probable, 
even though she had received flattering attentions 
long before she had reached London and should have 
been well-experienced in love’s nuances. Perhaps it 
was her innate honesty and straightforwardness which 
led her to hope this time would be different. In any 
case, she was now in the position of having made 
herself the talk of the town with a man who had no 
intention of offering her his hand. Perhaps it was a 
combination of embarrassments which precipitated 
the unfortunate alliance she was soon to make with 
the supposed Count Frederick dc Horn.

The affair reads like a cinema plot. The charlatan 
Count convinced her of his legitimacy and of his 
need of her to protect him from nefarious plots laid 
by his enemies back in Sweden. On November 
22nd, 1767, they were married. It was not to last 
long. Soon the real Count appeared and was aston
ished to be congratulated on his recent marriage. 
Angelica learned that her charmer was married to 
someone else and had used a series of pseudonyms 
throughout Europe. The marriage was probably null 
and void, but in her mind she was married. She did 
not marry again until after the death of this man. She 
had made a mistake. She accepted the consequences. 
The affair had caused a considerable sensation, but 
Angelica's friends rallied round and kept her busy 
painting and singing. Even the King sat for his 
portrait. A letter written at this time by Count 
BemsdorfF, Danish Prime Minister, is characteristic of 
the general admiration:

She has a peculiar and most womanly dignity, 
which inspires the utmost respect. She is about 
twenty-seven, by no means a beauty, nevertheless 
extremely attractive. The character of her face 
belongs to the type Domenichino loved to paint; 
the features are noble, the expression sweet; it 
would be impossible to pass such a face without 
looking at it, and having looked, you must 
admire, and there are moments when she is 
absolutely beautiful.5

Angelica's hard work and obvious talent succeeded, 
and in 176S aged 27 on the nomination of Joshua 
Reynolds she was elected one of the founder- 
members of the Royal Academy of Art. She was one 
of two women so elected, and the Royal Academy 
was not to have another female member for over 150 
years. She painted four ceiling panels for Somerset 
House, the first home of the Royal Academy, which 
were moved to the vestibule of Burlington House 
when the Academy moved. The series represents the 
disciplines of the art of painting: “Colouring”, 
“Invention”, “Composition” and “Design”. These 
were engraved by Bartolozzi in 1787, and Meissen

Figure 2. Francis Bartolozzi after Angelica Kauffman,
Paris and Ocnonc, 1780. Stipple engraving, 18.7 x 15.3cm. 
Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection.
B 1978.43.567.

her patrons had been English, and Lady Wentworth, 
whose husband was English Ambassador in Venice, 
offered to take Angelica to London and introduce her 
to society. It was an offer the young artist eagerly 
accepted, arriving in 1766 aged 25.

Angelica’s youth, beauty, charm and talent soon 
put London at her feet. Most heady of all were the 
attentions of Joshua Reynolds, not yet knighted but 
already the recognised leader of British painting and 
workinq to develop an enlightened public for history 
painting. Reynolds seems to have been highly 
attracted and paid Angelica what could have been 
considered serious attention. “He is one of my 
kindest friends”, she wrote to her father who had not 
yet joined her, “and is never done praising me to 
everyone. As a proof of his admiration for me, he has 
asked me to sit for my picture to him, and, in return, 
I am to paint his."4 Although the romantic attach
ment came to naught, Reynolds was to remain her 
friend and supporter all of his life. Most likely
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used “Colouring” and “Invention” on vases c.1810.6
The late 18th century was a time of major interest 

in print making, both line engraving and the newly 
developed stipple engraving.7 It was a way the 
general public could see high art before the era of 
touring exhibitions and illustrated art books. Prints 
also made designs accessible to the myriad world of 
interior decoration and the decorative arts. Publishers 
would even commission paintings specifically for 
reproduction as engravings. Perhaps the best known 
example is Alderman John Boydcll and his 
Shakespeare Gallery on Pall Mall, for which 167 
paintings based on scenes from Shakespeare's plays 

commissioned from 33 different artists, 
including two from Angelica.8 Starting in 1789 the 
public could visit the Gallery and view the original 
paintings, then order prints of their favourite 
to hang at home. Much of Angelica's fast rise in 
popularity can be ascribed to the dissemination of her 
work via prints, there being about 280 singly issued 
prints of her works in circulation by 1810.9 As early 
as 1803 the catalogue of the Reinondini firm of 
Bassano, Italy, carried over 50 pirated prints of prints 
after Angelica's paintings,10 providing an inexpensive 
source of designs for lower-grade factories such as the 
several European firms producing mock-Vicnna 
ceramics from the mid-19th century well into the 
20th century, often with a printed Vienna shield 
mark and a printed design carrying a false Kauffman 
signature."

Stipple engraving was first widely used in the 
1760's, and its tonal effect was perfect for imitating 
paintings. The stipple use of dots and short strokes in 
a mixture of etching and engraving gives a softness to 
the modelling and a more pictorial effect than pure 
engraving, where just line is used. Dot-work to 
soften the modelling of the body had been used as 
early as the 16th century, and stipple-engraving 
extended this partial use of dot-work to the entire 
surface of the plate. Angelica's designs were 
cminendy suited to this medium, for unlike the stark 
lines of the pure “all’ antica” style Angelica's designs 
with their rich draperies and gendy flowing attitudes 
were enhanced by the stipple technique. Stipple 
engraving docs not create the grandeur and light 
effect of a mezzotint or a line engraving, but it docs 
produce the kind of decorative and intimate image 
sought after in the late 18th century. Moreover 
stipple engraving was more economical than line 
engraving or mezzotint, since assistants could perform 
much of the labour to prepare the plate.

The 18th century attitude toward copying 
vety different from that of our day. Wedgwood

-*oc.~ng can contribute more effectually to 
good Taste through the Arts, than the

were

scenes

Figure 3. William Dickinson after Angelica Kauffman, 
Andromache Weeping over the Ashes of Hector, 1785. Stipple 
engraving, 33.3 x 26.7cm. The Mint Museum of Art, 
Charlotte, North Carolina. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. 
Armstrong. 91.77. (Photo by Anne Forcinito).

Power of multiplying Copies of fine Things,...by 
which Means the public Eye is instructed;...for 
the more Copies there are of any Works...the 

celebrated the Original will be, and the 
Honour derived to the Possessor. Every

more
more
body wishes to see the Original of a beautiful 
Copy.'2

The negative associations of mechanised 
produced art were not present. Rather, the print 
considered an instrument of democracy, and 
Angelica's work was probably seen by more of the 
general public than the work of any other artist of the 
day. More than 75 engravers were to copy her paint
ings. Of the more than 2,000 engravings listed in the 
catalogue raisonne of the leading engraver Francesco 
Bartolozzi, more than 100 are 
Angelica Kauffman. Only the decorative painter 
Giovanni Battista Cipriani (1727-1785) has 
listings, and there is not even a close third among all 
the other artists.1'

or mass-
was

after works by

more

was
desirable.Exact prints were acceptable and even 

The painter, however, had a broader responsibility. 
Angelica followed the dictum of Reynolds given in 
his Discourse III in 1770:

“»yvsxr.

smust a
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only the 18th century but English Victorianism as 
well. She knew how to appeal to romantic sentiment 
without lasciviousness or eroticism and how to clothe 
morality with grace. One should not be purely 
decorative. One had to be edifying as well.

Along with the German Winckclmann, the French 
archaeologist and man of letters the Comte de Caylus 
exerted a profound influence on 18th century art. 
His Tableaux tires dc I’lliade ct dc I'Odyssee d'Homere et 
de VEneidc de Virgilel avec des observations generates sur le 
costume published in 1757 produced a quantum leap 
in the use of subjects from the epic poems of 
Homer's Iliad and Odyssey and Virgil's Aeneid. Caylus 
believed that the artist must read the original words 
of Homer in order to understand Homer's brief but 
succinct descriptions, “because Homer felt more than 
others the subtle differences one could produce; and 
nuances arc as necessary to the painter as to the 
poet.”18

These were words which Angelica took to heart. 
Her paintings are full of subdeties and nuances, 
meant to be enjoyed on many levels. “Andromache 
weeping over the ashes of Hector”, printed by 
Thomas Burke in 1772 and by William Dickinson in 
1785 (fig.3) incorporates the “nuances”' stressed by 
the Comte de Caylus. “Dear Eliza” (fig. 4), made in 
Bristol in 1779 by Richard Champion in memory of 
his beloved eldest daughter, is a heart-felt facsimile.19 
Feelings, according to Angelica, should be discreet 
and controlled, reflecting Winckclmann's “noble 
simplicity and quiet grandeur”. Angelica did not mar 
her effects with disturbing emotions, rather she 
stylised emotion.

Angelica read widely, not only Homer and Virgil, 
but also Plutarch, Catullus, Chaucer, Livy, Fenelon, 
Tasso. These were to supply endless inspiration for 
history painting, the genre Reynolds strove to make 
popular in England. Tasso's 16th century epic 
Jerusalem Delivered, with its romantic and fabulous 
elements, provided the story of “Rinaldo and 
Armida” - the charmingly moralistic tale of the niece 
of the wizard king of Damascus falling in love with 
the crusader prince she was supposed to distract from 
his mission to liberate Jerusalem (fig.5). Scenes like 
these would have been greeted with delighted recog
nition by a society which prided itself on its knowl
edge of literary and historical sources. Sir Joshua 
Reynolds himself observed that history painting, 
owing to the broad background needed to enjoy it, 

test of culture. In his Discourse XV to the 
Royal Academy in 1790 he observed:

It must be remembered, that as this great style 
itself is artificial in the highest degree, it presup
poses in the spectator, a cultivated and prepared 
artificial state of mind. It is an absurdity therefore 
to suppose that we are bom with this taste,

...the genuine painter...instead of endeavoring to 
amuse mankind with the minute neatness of his 
imitations, he must endeavour to improve them by 
the grandeur of his ideas; instead of seeking praise, 
by deceiving the superficial sense of the spectator, 
he must strive for fame, by captivating the imagi
nation.14
Reynolds’ theme for his Discourse VI in 1774 was 

imitation. In it he said:
Invention is one of the great marks of genius; but 
if we consult experience, we shall find, that it is 
by being conversant with the invention of others, 
that we learn to invent; as by reading the 
thoughts of others we leam to think.15 

Angelica showed she had understood the lessons in 
her “Nymphs decorating the statue of Priapus”.16 
Whereas Priapus, the son of Dionysus and Aphrodite, 
is usually depicted as a phallic figure, Angelica 
presented modestly draped female figures garlanding a 
relatively demurc-looking herm. It could have 
offended no one and is characteristic of the chaste, 
idealised classical world Angelica represented and 
which her time so eagerly accepted. The painting 
was engraved by William Ryland accompanied by a 
quotation from Horace's Satires with sexual 
overtones,17 but Angelica's picture demonstrated her 
innate sense of delicacy, a delicacy which suited not

Figure 4. Richard Champion, Bristol, Grief or Dear Eliza,
1779. Porcelain, 31.7cm. The Mint Museum of Art,
Charlotte, North Carolina. Gift of the Delhom Service League 
and the Women's Auxiliary. 76.DG.12. (Photo by Daisy Wade 
Bridges).

was a
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though we are with the seeds of it, which, by the 
heat and kindly influence of his genius, may be 
ripened in us.20

Perhaps it was this requirement of an educated 
public which assured the end of “classicalities” and 
the rise of Romanticism. But Angelica side-stepped 
this stumbling block by combining the fashionable 
though erudite neo-classical themes with the equally 
fashionable cult of sensibility, a combination which 
carried her designs into the Romantic period and 
assured their continuing popularity. Her “Beauty 
Governed by Reason Rewarded by Merit”, engraved 
in 1782 by J.M. Delattre, is the kind of intellectual- 
romantic-scntimental-moralistic conceit so beloved 
of the late 18th-early 19th century: charming in its 
composition, satisfying in its lesson. It was used on a 
Sevres saucer painted by the great decorator Charles 
Nicholas Dodin in 1790.21 The same print was used 
for the rim of a plate in the lavish Louis XVI 
Service.22 The French are such excellent designers 
that they seldom look outside for inspiration, but 
Angelica was obviously an acceptable source.

The Danish Ambassador quoted earlier wrote:
She shows great wisdom in her choice of a 
subject...Her composition is full of grace, and the 
figures have the quiet dignity of the Greek 
models. Her women are most womanly, modest 
and loving, and she conveys with much art the 
proper relation between the sexes, the depen
dence of the weaker on the stronger, which 
appeals very much to her masculine critics.23 

Whatever the softness of Angelica's females as 
interpreted by the Danish Ambassador, they are 
never lacking in physical stature. One cannot 
question the resolution of Cephisa to clip the wings 
of love — and equally one cannot help but sympathise 
with her concerned young swain (fig. 6). None of her 
critics has ever disputed the charm of Angelica's 
colouring and composition and the decorative efFect 
she was able to produce. Her aim was to be 
delightful, charming, engaging, and she succeeded. 
Her biographers Lady Mannners and Dr. Williamson 
observed:

...she never forgot the fact of her own 
femininity, and she never allows us to forget it 
when we look at her works. We invariably find 
grace and charm in them, and these are perma
nent qualities, of which the world has never had 
too much.24

A graceful femininity, touched but not cloyed by 
sentiment, helps account for the long popularity of 
Angelica's designs. She did not wrestle with the 
problem of nudity as did Wedgwood and others.25 
Bare-breasted did not carry the opprobrium of bare- 
naked, and Angelica was perfectly comfortable with 
bare-breasted females since she avoided making them

Figure 5. Francis Bartolozzi after Angelica KaufFman, Rinaldo ct 
Annida, 1785. Aquatint and stipple engraving, 19.3 x 16cm. 
Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection.
B1977.14.19629.

erotic.
Even when borrowing antique prototypes 

Angelica's compositions were largely of her own 
invention. She was not trying to reproduce classical 
originals. Although steeped in the classics, she felt 
free to dispose (as well as to clothe) her figures as 
suited her ambitions as a painter in the Grand 
Manner. The theme of her composition “Cupid 
finding Aglaia asleep binds her to a Laurel” came 
from a poem by the Italian Arcadian poet Metastasio 
(Pietro Trapassi), court poet at Vienna from 1730- 
1782. It was used at Vienna early in the 19th century 
with a gilded mauve ground surrounding the scene 
(fig. 7, left-hand vase). The sleeping figure is from an 
antique prototype,26 but Angelica invented the merry 
cupid. Perhaps the Mctastasio/Viennese connection 
accounts for the scene's popularity on Austrian 
ceramics into the 20th century. “Cupid Disarmed by 
Euphrosyne” (fig.7, right-hand vase) was another of 
Angelica's inventions for the ever popular theme of 
cupid and the nymphs.

Unlike strict neo-classicism with its static designs 
and flat use of colour, romanticism needs colour and 
activity, and Angelica had a strong romantic streak. 
She had the knack of mingling the sober theories 
demanded by the neo-classical age with the “peren
nial fete champetre” of the rococo.27 Instead of neo
classic simplicity of line and single-plane
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settlement was a very modem document, with 
Angelica keeping control of her carefully accumu
lated little fortune.29 The attachment which Antonio 
Zucchi felt for Angelica is typical of the loyalty and 
affection she continued to elicit to the end of her 
days. Zucchi soon took over the running of the 
household and the ordering of supplies so she could 
concentrate on her work and not be bothered with 
the mundane aspects of life. He bought a house with 
a garden for them in the country outside Rome, so 
they could get away from the public which 
constantly demanded admittance, and for the 14 years 
of their married life he kept a memorandum of her 
paintings.30 It was a marriage of complete under
standing and total satisfaction.

Angelica was to spend the rest of her life in Italy. 
She continued to send pictures to London for the 
Royal Academy annual exhibition but not every year 
and not in the large numbers she had in the past. She 
continued to paint portraits and historical pictures 
and was gladly welcomed into the artistic societies at 
Venice, Bologna, Florence as well as Rome. With 
Zucchi at her side life took on a more leisurely pace. 
She was one of the most popular painters in Rome, 
in demand for her brilliant conversation and her 
musical skill as well as for her classical depictions and 
her portraits. In the German artistic community 
which gave nicknames to all its members she was 
called the Mother of the Arts (“La Madonna”). 
Indicative of her wide-spread popularity, a central 
European review of 1784 bemoaned the present 
times when “no-one is interested in anything but 
prints after Angelica Kauffman and (for) calendars.”31

Goethe became an intimate of the family during 
his 1786-88 travels in Italy, attracted to Angelica and 
the life around her. “Her eye is so educated”, he 
wrote, “and her knowledge of the mechanism of art 
so great, her feeling of the beautiful so profound, and 
she is so inconceivably modest. She has something of 
the nature of Fra Angelico”, he elaborated, “whose 
mind was so full of heavenly images, which he 
depicted with such fidelity that it was impossible for 
him to give any idea of a demon.”32 For one whose 
life had its full share of'demons' Angelica must have 
been a very attractive enigma. Goethe dedicated his 
historical drama Egmont to her, which is steeped in 
the classical ideal, and Angelica designed the 
frontispiece for the first edition. Before he knew 
Angelica, Goethe had written “the essence of beauty 
[is] simplicity and quiet”,33 qualities which, like 
Winckclmann’s “noble simplicity and quiet 
grandeur”, Angelica well understood.

Angelica continued to paint portraits and charm 
people right up to her final illness. A female visitor in 
the last years wrote:

...her promethean influence...animates every-

Figurc 6. Thomas Burke after Angelica Kauffman, Cupid and 
Ccphisa, 1789. Stipple engraving, printed in colour and hand- 
coloured, 36.6 x 29cm. Yale Center for British Art, Paul 
Mellon Collection. B1977.14.11823.

composition, Angelica preferred a more fluid three- 
dimensional design, so she tempered the severity of 
neo-classicism with the spirit of romanticism, 
producing designs which transcended their time. 
Even into the 20th century her designs have been 
used in America as well as in Europe. A cabinet plate 
made in 1904-5 at the Ceramic Art Co., Trenton, 
New Jersey and decorated by Bruno Geyer is an 
exact copy of a self-portrait by Angelica painted in 
Naples in 1784 for Count Firmian of Salzburg.28 The 
plate was a “Tiffany Special”, part of a set made 
exclusively for the august New York City china and 
jewellery store (fig.8).

By 1781 Mr. Kauffman's health was failing, and the 
decision was made to leave England for a more 
gentle climate. Angelica was as popular as ever, with 
more commissions than she could fill. Every year at 
the annual exhibition of the Royal Academy she had 
exhibited never less than two pictures and usually 
four. Her erstwhile husband had died the year before, 
and with the decision to return to Italy Antonio 
Zucchi proposed to her and was accepted. He was 55 
years old, Angelica was 40. His letters show that he 
had greatly admired her for many years and that his 
admiration had matured into a deep affection. He 
was a highly respected, reserved man who had done a 
great deal of work for Robert Adam in the 
decorating of houses. Angelica and Zucchi's marriage
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thing she touches,...nor can I think of her Figure 7. Vienna, Austria, Covered Vases, 19th century.
without a flash of admiration such as her nature is Porcelain, height 24.4cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Gift of William 13. Osgood Field. 02.5.10a-b, I la-b.calculated to inspire, independent of the talent
which has rendered her name so celeb rated... Her and love of art, and her extraordinary charm whichdelightful mildness of manners and sweetness of attracted all who knew her are well documented.voice soothes one like the effect of plaintive The first biography of Angelica, published only three
musick...She still continues painting, tho* but 
slowly.*4 years after her death, summed up her style as “fluent,

elegant, graceful, and, above all, noble and true inTo a friend Angelica wrote, “what else is our life, colour.”3'' These are all' reasons that the “sublimebut a mixture of joy and sorrow, of the later perhaps 
a greater dose.”35 She died a year and a half later in compositions” of Angelica Kauffman continued to be

used in the decoration of ceramics for almost 2001807 at the age of 66. All Rome mourned. As a final years.
gesture of respect her bust was placed in the
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